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Contra d'Etudot Mucléair»* do Saclay, 91191 df-tur-Tvwtt» CEDXX, Franco 

cm x—l wi obaarvad by tan CUB *•»**—— bonis trliirriiw 
Oftiif, in Jam* 1976. Ibt hlgb energy apocuum of tarn 
sourc», which M I in i t i -supwrlow itttt*. «M toon to 
axtand wall beyond l *»v. m «bis paper, tuo observed 
low-oatnr r-ray componoitt of eye X-l i t uaprH vita too 
prediction» of roetnt modal» Involving accretion onto a 
stellar black nolo» and Including a pottlPlo contribution 
fro» th» pair-annihilation Sll kev yrmy lino» 

l. introduction Th» hard X-ray/low-»n»rgy r-ray emieaion from cygnme X-l warn 
dttoetod by tho CESB scintillation-counter t»l»tcop» Ofttur, in tho court* of 
a,6*11001» flight performed In 1976, Jun» 5-6 (1). Tha photon tpoctnai of the 
sourer» was dorivod fro» tho electron tpeetrma obtainod in tho CsI(Tl) 
detection crystal, by •tant of a progra» «bien need a data library consisting 
of detector rotpenttt to a tot of ealibratod radioactivot tonrcot (2). It 
providot for tao first time an oatiaato of tho higb-»n»rgy «mission of Cyg x-l 
in th» 800 ktV-3 Nov region, which it particularly interesting because of tho 
recent rsport of tptctral flattening in tho adjacent (300-900 koV) energy 
rang* (3)* 

At present time, the hard X-ray —littlon of cyg x-l is well 
explained in tarât of disk accretion onto a black hoi», the hard x-ray produc
tion mechanism being generally btlitvod to rotait ttorn th» coapton scattering 
of soft photons in tho hot zona of th» disk. The boat fit to the bard X-ray 
tpeetrum, at measured by tovtral groups (3,4,5), i t obtained using tho 
tunyaev-Titarchu* (If ) analytical solution of the «twrgont Comptoniztd X-ray 
tptetrua (6). St it than worthwil» to extant thit comparison in th» low-energy 
Tfay demain, only explored with th» OPALM uietcept. 

a. fliriiM tH»n ft—««t«n«i «*~»f« u u veil «ttablished now that, 
in tat X-ray domain, th» spectrum of cyg x-l i t variabl» and «how» tavtral 
moots (5). fhtrofort, i t i t appropriât» te determine tat ttata of th» source 
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typical of the "low state" (LS) 
and «superlo» state» (SLS) ore 
also displayed in Figura 1. 
Clearly, the OPALE low channel» 
•eat the MLB points. Moreover, 
LIWII aa|nwaij data, are available 
fro» the Arfaf 5 All Sky Monitor 
(AM), yielding a 3-6 keV flux 
of -0.0» photons eo** s-» keV»* 
(7), i.e. also dose to the 
typical KM value, as reported 
by Ling et ai. (5). In concussion, 
all the available observational 
•aterial supports that in 1976, 
June 9-6, Cyg x-l was in the 
"superlow stats", characterized 
by low X-ray flux in both the 
soft and hard energy regions. 

Figure i shows the best IT Coaptonixed aodel fit to the hard X-ray SLS 
•pectrta, as derived by Ling « #/, (5); with the exception of the low energy 
channels, the ST Coaptonixation spectrua differs significantly frost the OP Ait 
results. An analytical solution for the Coeptonixation spectrua has been also 
proposed by coipi * *. (8), in the fraaovork of a two teaperature aodel of 
•pherical accretion onto a black nolo. One of their derived photon epectru» is 
well suited to the cyg X-i eases it eorrMponds to an accreting black hole of 
10 M # with a» accretion rate of 10»• g s-», M M S normalised to the OPAU lew 
ehannels, this speetms) still eontribvtes beyond too he?, bat it fall» well 

ne. i.-»uf«w»ttui 
Urn turn &MM aua ( 

Wt Off S"l AlflMS 
urn), T M H U V flat 

* M $ MM atwwrtw 17) to 
M*rt tptnrm M U t U M S I M M S - n v «Ma tMitt 
U M ) , M S tu* t u t w p i m (it inwpiwiwuwi fte» 
r*m lav) «pastrt» w CM &MM ana ( M H I U H ) . 
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below the high-energy tail of the cyg X-l spectres, as inferred froa the OPALM 

flat*. 

3. Tt a wfltrmi amia» t"»* i a , > 1<"* ~—-«•<*•" ***** « - — » » *»»*•> the 
CJP9 X-l spectrum, at derived froa the MffAO-f 12 and A4 esperiaonta, shows also 
a significant excess beyond 300 kev, vita roapact to the St coaatonization 
aodal (3). solan and lattaaoa ( » ) have ifpitrt that taie epeetral feature 
aaar be a broad poaitroa annihilâtJOB line, superimposed on a ST spectrum 
adjusted to the low war gy fîhannelt (9)'. la erdar to taat if taa OPMM rasalta 
support each a possibility, and takiaf advantage of taa detector raaponaa 
function library, a calculated alaetroa spectrum has bean derived fro» the 
composite XX photon spectrum, and coaparsd vita tha data points aa aaasurad in 
thodatactor. 

It should ba notiead that tha XV analysis ralata to an average 
spectrum, darivad froa 3 extended observations, during which cyg x-l was in a 
aora activa stats (LS), than daring tha OftUf observation. In ordar to favor 
tha comparison, tha MM spectrum has bean noraalizad (by a factor of *0.5) to 
aatch tha low channels of tht QPAIM SL8 spactrua. m spite of all, the result 
it an unacceptable fit (x'*l7 for 5 degrees of freedon), aost of the excess x» 
cooing from the higher energy range. This tends to rule out the possibility 
that the r-ray excess amy be due to positron annihilation alone, either as a 
broad 511 JceV excess (9), or as a continuun resulting froa tha comptonization 
softening of pair-annihilation induced photons (10). 

A. PtieuMion At this point, it appears useful to question if the observed 
r-r*y excess it entirely related to Cyg X-l. firstly, it should be stretted 
that tha Crab Nebula spectrua, as «assured by tha sane experiment (il), 
appears fully compatible with the power-law spectrua which extents from toft 
X-rayt to high-energy r-rays, without any excess in tha xov region. This rules 
out any interpretation of the observed excess in tha cyg X-l case in taras of 
locally induced background. 

Another source of background it related to the unresolved galactic 
amission, on the basis of the COt-i survey (12), it it visible that such a 
background could be certainly disregarded in the era» Nebula observation, but 
nay contribute in the Cygnus east. An estimate of tait background could be 
derived in the following Banners first, one has to evaluata fro» tut cot-» 
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results (12)» the flux of the galactic emission from the cygaus region within 

tut OMUT field of wiew. ana in the energy range 70-5000 M»v. m a n the 

assumption is made that the antirt galactic spectrua» froa 100 kev to few Gov, 

proposed by naadrou « t». (13) for the central regions of the Galaxy 

(-45*$ 4 S+45»), still holds in the cygnus region, it is than straightforward 

to determine the unresolved galactic elision contribution in the Of AIM 

range. It turns out that» particularly in the he? region» this unresolved 

galactic background contributes to less than 10% of the reported flux» which 

can be then considered as entirely due to cyg x-l. 

^» m> «ess* «BssT̂ avF ew*s^j m^weee* spasme m*e#e^m*sS' ewe* epesewm* «ĵ saap ŝss> w^f ar** wĵ w*e*m*a» mmse wssmĵ vmemS'd âeee' 

aechsnisa aiaing to account for the low-energy 7-ray axcess suggested by the 

OFAit data. However, to illustrate the exigence of an additonal spectral 

coaponent» and since SI Coaptonixation spectrua produces an excellent fit 

below 200 kav» a calculated electron spectrua has been derived froa a compo

site 87 plus power-law photon spectrua» and compared with the data points as 

aaasured in the detector, the best fit (x**Q>9 for 3 degrees of freedom)» has 

been found for a combination of a comptonizatlon spectrum» similar in shape to 

the fits spectrua» bat normalised by a factor of 0.65» plus an additional 

power-law spectrum dJl/dt-JUl"7, where A*7.50R10-* photons cm** s- 1 kev-»» and 

7*1. 3. Obviously» such an additional component» MB shown in Figure l» cannot 

extend too much in the high-energy domain» otherwise Cyg X-l would have bean 

detected as a point source by COS-§. It remains that the Hev region is 

particularly intriguing in the case of Cyg X-l» and an additional 

observational effort is required to disentangle the puzzling situation raised 

by the OP AIM observation. 
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